
1) Turn off power.
2) Slip knobs on top of socket into keyholes in ballast (attached to fixture.)

REF. FIG. A.
3) Turn socket clockwise to secure in place.
4) Find the appropriate threaded holes on mounting strap. 

Assemble mounting screws into threaded holes.
5) Attach mounting strap to outlet box. (Screws not provided).

Mounting strap can be adjusted to suit position of fixture.
6) Grounding instructions: (See Illus. A or B).

A) On fixtures where mounting strap is provided with a hole and two raised
dimples. Wrap ground wire from outlet box around green ground screw,
and thread into hole.

B) On fixtures where a cupped washer is provided. Attach ground wire from
outlet box under cupped washer and green ground screw, and thread into
mounting strap.

If fixture is provided with ground wire. Connect fixture ground wire to outlet box
ground wire with wire connector. (Not provided.) After following the above steps.
Never connect ground wire to black or white power supply wires.

7) Make wire connections (connectors not provided.) Reference chart below
for correct connections and wire accordingly.

8) Push fixture to wall, carefully passing mounting screws through holes.
9) Secure fixture to wall using threaded balls.
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Connect Black or 
Red Supply Wire to:

Connect 
White Supply Wire to:

Black White

*Parallel cord (round & smooth) *Parallel cord (square & ridged)

Clear, Brown, Gold or Black 
without tracer

Clear, Brown, Gold or Black 
with tracer

Insulated wire (other than green) 
with copper conductor

Insulated wire (other than green) 
with silver conductor

*Note: When parallel wires (SPT I & SPT II) 
are used. The neutral wire is square shaped 
or ridged and the other wire will be round in
shape or smooth (see illus.) Neutral Wire
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OUTLET BOX
CAJA DE SALIDA

MOUNTING STRAP
ABRAZADERA DE MONTAJE

MOUNTING SCREWS
TORNILLO DE MONTAJE

THREADED BALL
BOLA ROSCADA

FIXTURE
ARTEFACTO

SOCKET TYPE MAY VARY:
1) Turn off power.
2) Slip knobs on top of socket/ballast into keyholes in base (attached to fixture).
3) Turn socket/ballast clockwise to secure in place.
4) Lock socket/ballast by pushing tabs up into slots in base. (Ref. FIG. A)

OR:

1) Turn off power.
2) Slip knobs on top of socket/ballast into keyholes in base (attached to fixture).
3) Turn socket/ballast clockwise to secure in place. (Ref. FIG. B)
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